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digital MacroView™ otoscope 

See it. Share it. Save it. offering you clear, live and still images of the 
ear canal and tympanic membrane, the digital MacroView otoscope 
is a valuable tool in support of the treatment and management of 
your patient’s ears. requiring no additional purchase of software,  
the digital MacroView otoscope is easy to learn and use. 

 ■ Insufflation port for pneumatic otoscopy
 ■ compatible with the range of Welch allyn 3.5 V power sources
 ■ Zoom feature for enhanced viewing
 ■ Improves communication, which can lead to better patient compliance
 ■ allows you to store digital images in patient records 

for enhanced documentation of exam findings
 ■ provides you the ability to share images with other 

providers as visual descriptive reference
 ■ gives you an excellent training aid for educational purposes
 ■ offers you the ability to view small details of tubes and hearing aids 

 

 23920 digital MacroView otoscope, 10 ft uSB cable, and set of  
four reusable ear specula

 

otoScopES
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otoScopES

 23804 Insufflator Bulb

 24400-U additional Set of 4 reusable tips (2.5, 3, 4 and 5 mm)

 24302-U universal poly reusable Speculum 2.5 mm 

 24303-U universal poly reusable Speculum 3.0 mm 

 24304-U universal poly reusable Speculum 4.0 mm

 24305-U universal poly reusable Speculum 5.0 mm 

 24320 SofSeal Small, disposable Sealing tip 

 24330 SofSeal Medium, disposable Sealing tip

 52432-U 2.75 mm universal KleenSpec® pediatric disposable Ear Specula

 52434-U 4.25 mm universal KleenSpec disposable Ear Specula  

 23900-10 replacement 10 ft uSB cable

 71000-A Nicad rechargeable plug in Handle 

 71000-C Nicad/convertible rechargeable plug in Handle 

 71670 Nicad rechargeable desk charger Handle 

 71900 lithium Ion rechargeable Handle with ac charging Module

 06500-U 3.5 V Halogen lamp for MacroView otoscope

 06500-LED lEd upgrade Kit

 

digital MacroView otoscope: accessories

23804 
MacroView Insufflator Bulb 

with tube and tip

24330 
SofSeal Medium, disposable Sealing tip

(Specula sold separately)

52432-U 
2.75 mm Single use Ear Specula

06500-U 
lamp

06500-LED
lEd light




